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Message From the
Troll Dens

Times New Roman?  Why, why Times New Roman?  I don’t like Times
New Roman, sorta overdone you know.  That’s my  opinion  anyway.  I
have been writing in Times New Roman most my whole adult, college
and professional life.  I still must do so.

However, as was recently brought up in a staff meeting down at the local
pub, The Puddle Womper, the utility of differing fonts was quite heatedly
discussed.

Davis:  Why do we
have to use Times
New Roman?  I
hate it!

Todd: Why do we
bring you down
here, we’re on
lunch break - no
shop talk.  I hate
you, find a hole,
crawl in it... (blah blah blah)

Davis: It’s not shop, it’s just a general wistful question filtering through
my gray matter.  I mean, think of it,  there is Tigerteeth, and
Broadband,  and Chiller, and Edda, and stencil, and...

Steve:  Times New Roman.

Davis:  And???

Steve:  And you can read it, now shut up and finish your smoke before I
give we some Arkansas Coffee Grounds.

Todd:  I think I need to go chase a Whoopilar.

It looks like “By Shadow of Night” is wrapped and stacked.  It is off to
the printer as of this coming Friday.  “Blood Royal” is coming back from
the printer this week and “The World Builder’s Guide” is deep inside the
bowels of the printing machine right now. And they’re all in Times New
Roman.
Next in line are “The Winter Runes” and “The Book of Familiars.”
Until next week:  giddy - up cowboy!
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Troll Knuckles is a dice game of chance
and skill.  The point of Troll Knuckles
is to roll a winning combination of num-
bers on three consecutive rolls of the
dice, choosing one number from each set
of rolls.  The final set of numbers is
called a gut and each set of rolls is called
a slice.  The goal is to take one number
from each set of rolls - the slice - and
use those numbers to develop a winning
group of numbers - the gut.  The win-
ning sets are listed at the end of the rules.

The Perfect Chistmas Stockin Stuffer
“I can’t imagine Xmas without it” Lord Byron
“I only feel complete with my Troll Knuckles” Baron von Clauswitz
“My kingdom for some Troll Knuckles” Henry V
5.00  Buy now at your local retailer or direct from us at trolllord.com
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may intervene until the fight is decided, the first combatant to intentionally
leave the ring automatically loses, and no fighting between other tribe
members is allowed during the battle.  There are no limitations in regard

OF OGRES
Warfare

Bjorn Strohecker

Ogres and the Battlefield

Although one might think differently
considering the average ogre’s warlike character, ogres do not engage in
open battles too often.  Their chaotic nature and comparatively low
intelligence considerably complicate all efforts to set up a larger army.
Ogres always need strong leadership to work together effectively, and so
it is no wonder that all chieftains of larger tribes rule with an iron fist.
Still, ruling a tribe and planning larger scale military operations are two
different things.

Nonetheless, under certain circumstances and for several reasons ogres
do engage in warfare.  The following list gives some examples.

War between two ogre tribes:  This is the most common kind of war
ogres engage in.  These wars are mostly short but fought fiercely.
Conflicts like this occur when one ogre tribe violates the staked territory
of another or when both tribes compete for the same prey or subject, i.e.
a poorly defended community of weaker humanoids or a well travelled
road that promises rich booty.

Such conflicts can be resolved in different ways.  Either one tribe retreats
after a few skirmishes, giving in to an obviously overpowering rival, or a
full scale battle breaks lose.  In the latter case, all tribe members fit to
swing a club participate in the onslaught.  The battle lasts until one tribe
is victorious.  The beaten tribe’s leader – if among the survivors - surrenders
his remaining tribe, his own fate, and all his belongings to the hands of
the victors’ chieftain.  The inferior chieftain is normally banned from the
tribe, if not killed on the spot.  His former followers become members of
the victorious tribe.

In rare cases, when both tribes are equally strong, such tribal wars may
lead to the destruction of both tribes.  Survivors of such fateful battles
mostly become loners or offer their fighting skills as mercenaries.  An
adventurer should avoid getting caught in the middle of a tribal conflict
at all costs.  There is nothing to be won for an outsider in such wars.

When a tribe, resident in a certain area, is hopelessly outnumbered by an
invading or otherwise offending tribe, the local tribe’s chieftain can offer
the offending chief a ‘Karr’hak ’ (literally translated: ‘man-fight’), a one-
on-one fight of the two leaders for life and death.  Challenging the hostile
leader is a rather clever move since turning down a challenge is clearly a
sign of weakness and a disgrace in the eyes of any ogre and hence would
endanger the position of a challenged chief.  In a Karr’hak, both
adversaries may decide to have their strongest warrior substitute them.
This can be especially interesting if one or both of the tribes have Cudgels
of Vhapragg (see Prestige Class – Cudgel of Vhapragg) in their ranks.
These fearsome fighters are the best trained and most dangerous elites to
be found with any ogre tribe.  They serve as their chief’s bodyguards or
lieutenants and, when encountered on the battlefield, are a bane to their
opponents.  When a Karr’hak ends, one of the chiefs, substituted or not,
has lost his position, his belongings, and most probably his life.  The
winner, on the other hand, greatly expands his power and gains a high
reputation.  If there is anything that counts as honourable among ogres, it
is fighting in a Karr’hak.  The fight itself has only very few rules:  No one

to weapons, fighting styles, or attacks otherwise considered foul in a duel.
All male tribe members must attend the Karr’hak and serve as witnesses
before the eyes of Vhapragg.  They also push the combatants back into
the ring if the heat of the battle takes them out of it.  The ring itself has a
diameter of roughly 30 ft. and can be improvised on any flat terrain, i.e. a
clearing in a forest or simply out on a field or willow.  Outsiders are never
allowed to participate in a Karr’hak, not even as bystanders.

War against tribes of other races:  This kind of war is just as common
and also has many of the same reasons and backgrounds as a war between
two ogre tribes.  The conventions valid between ogre tribes do not apply
for wars against orcs, hobgoblins, or tribes of any other race. Thus, an orc
leader cannot challenge an ogre chieftain for a Karr’hak and the survivors
of the conflict will not unite.  Ogres tend to eradicate or enslave hostile
tribes of other races, in some cases even take them for food.  Due to their
strength and skill in combat, survivors of defeated ogre tribes are also
gladly taken as slaves by most evil races.

Ogres serving as mercenaries:  Ogres who are forced to leave their tribe
or live their lives as loners for other reasons often chose the path of the
mercenary.  Gladly accepted by most mercenary armies, they also serve
evil giants, powerful warlords, or anyone willing to pay them in gold for
going after their seemingly natural affection for violence and bloodshed.
Although formidable fighters, ogres are also known for their lack of
reliability and their disloyalty towards any non-ogre.  Ogre mercenaries
must hence be closely watched and kept in a good mood.  Otherwise they
may simply desert, or worse, turn against their master upon the first sign
of weakness.  Ogres most commonly come into operation as shock troops
or sergeants, leading units of weaker humanoids, such as orcs or human
mercenaries.

Several ogre tribes, united under a great chieftain’s leadership, attack
civilized lands:  Fortunately, this kind of campaign is only heard of in
legends.  With a strong enough leader though, such an assault is not
unthinkable and may have disastrous results for the besieged region.

Assuming such a leader exists, with a union of four larger sized ogre
tribes he would have an army of roughly three hundred bloodthirsty ogre
fighters at his command.  Assuming furthermore that each of the four
tribes has five Cudgels of Vhapragg in its ranks, then the threat posed by
this army is enormous.  A fighting force of twenty Cudgels of Vhapragg
alone is very well capable of laying waste to average or larger sized towns.
After an initial attack by the Cudgels, all that is left to do for the regular
ogre fighters is to mop up what little resistance may be left.  Neither
women nor children are spared when an ogre army storms through the
streets of a town in a wild battle frenzy.  After thoroughly plundering the
town, the ogres are most likely to move on to new, randomly determined
targets until they are decimated too much to attack further towns or are
satisfied with their loot.  In fact, a leader of several united tribes has to go
to war to satisfy his followers’ greed for riches and trophies.  This prevents
the community from breaking apart.  A successful campaign against
civilized lands secures the great chieftain’s position for as long as victory
is on his side.

Even worse, a successful ogre army can draw the attention of other evil
races who gladly join in on the campaign if allowed to.  This way, the
threat posed by such an army may be growing with every day instead of
decreasing through losses on the ogres’ side.  Without significant
resistance they will sweep across the land like an abyssal tornado, leaving
behind nothing but death and smoking ruins.  It takes another army of
brave men and wise leaders to stop the advance of such a dreadful army.



Movie Review
Davis Chenault

Harry Potter and the Temple of Doom or whatever

Haaaaaaarrrrrrrrry Potter! Ok, a few months ago - maybe more,
who cares - there was a big stinky in the international publish-
ing world about the Russian author, Dmitri Yemets’ alleged
rip-off of “Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone.”  Now, I have
not read the “Russian Rip-off” (it has not been printed in En-
glish yet and I refuse to recognize Russian as a language) so
cannot say whether or not there is plagerism involved.  But
lack of knowledge never stopped me from pontificating.

Yemet’s first novel is entitled “Tanya Grotter and Her Magical
Double Bass.”   This is to be followed by “Tanya Grotter and
the Disappearing Floor” sometime early next year followed by
four or five more in the series.

Grotter, Potter... sounds close.   Both are orphans, both are raised
by mean relatives, both go to magical kingdoms, yadda yadda
yadda.  But Tanya has a Double Bass and Harry has spec-
tacles.  So there seem to be a lot similarities.  Granted, things
don’t look so good for Dimitri and his publishing house, Eksmo.

The funny thing about plagerism is that  all western,  capitalist
economies are geared for it and thrive on it.  Someone makes a
good VCR, someone else makes a cheap knock-off.  The cool
thing about this is that cheap knock-offs are available to the
not so wealthy.  I mean, some people get Jags, others get Yugos.
So Russia steps into the copying game.  Thing is, it’s a razor
sharp edge between plagerism and knock-off.  One results in
legal fees and the other in mulla, mulla, mulla.

So is Dimitri’s book plagerism?  Maybe a little... I mean, the
names are faily close and the titling has the same rythem. But
consider this, these are age old tropes (mean step-parents, magi-
cal kingdoms, latent powers - blah, blah, blah).  Tried and true
story telling mechanisms.  Elements of all Rowling’s stories
show up somewhere else, just twisted a little for the modern
reader.  And I have to say, the beginning of Rowling’s story
bears an uncanny resemblance to a German child’s story, “Mio
mein Mio,” (sirca 1960) in which an orphaned boy is rasied by
mean relatives, lives in a closet etc etc etc.

Anywho, Rowling’s lawyers might be better served to hunt
down and file suit against those erstwhile Chinese interlopers
who are writing Harry Potter’s further adventures such as
“Harry Potter and the Crystal Vase” and “Harry Potter and the
Golden Turtle” using Rowling’s name and concepts, but not
Rowling.  Very clear cut abuse in this case.

Enjoy the movie and let me know what you think of it.

An Interview with
Sauron

It took a lot of grunge work, a few well placed bribes and slaughtering an
army, but I finally managed to find Sauron, the Dark Lord of Mordor
himself, at a local Brim Mucks coffee house outside of the infamous
Barad Dur.  He ambled in the door, squashing goblins and cursing about
the latest batch of overcooked brimstone Brim Bucks was ‘famous’ for.
He was dressed in posh black robes that are all the rage with evil lords,
and flinging a yo-yo like it was a third hand (though exactly where that
hand was I could not tell - being incorporeal and all).

Davis: Well, first off Mr Sauron...

Sauron: Let me interrupt you right there, my name is not Sauron. It is
Tom Saunter.  Please call me Tom Saunter.

D: OK Tom...  (coo coo).  So, everyone in Middle Earth is wondering
what you are up to. Why do the dreaded Nazgul wander around killing
people, why are orcs rampaging and pillaging villages?

Sauron: Why are you  pestering me with those questions?  Go ask Gandolf
or Elrond, they seem to have an answer for everything.  Or better yet, ask
Celeborn or Galadriel.  They are oh’ sooooo wise.  While you’re at it, dig
up that old tree pruner Tom Bombadil, that one is chock full of ‘old
knowledge.’

D: Yes, but these are your troops - these orcs and Nazgul.  Being your
troops I would assume they are following your commands.

S:  My troops!  My troops?  Are you stupid?  What Vaniar in their right
mind would choose to hang out with such slobbering, foul smelling, mealy
mouthed, unwashed swine?!  You think I asked those things to come
here?  You think I want these pesky gnats buzzing around my Barad Dur
all day?  I can’t get rid of them.  I put out poison everyday, I set traps, I
squash ‘em with my swatter... nothing works.  I even caused Mount Doom
to erupt again, methinks burning them out will work.

D: Well, it seems to be doing the job because they are pouring into the
lands of the free peoples.  You know, the elves, humans, dwarves ,  hobbits
and such.

S: Do what?  Its working?  Thank Illuviter!

D: Yes... Well, they seem to be doing a lot of damage along the way.

S: OK.  What do you want me to do about it?  They are free to do as they
choose.  Anyway, those pesky elves, Numenor and dwarves sent them
here in the first place  - and look what they did to Mordor.  Its just a
stinking rotten heap of mangled earth now.  Oh yeah, there’s Sauron, put
the orcs in his house, let him deal with them.  If the elves had taken
responsibility for their kin in the first place we would not have this mess.

D:  So you are saying the depredations are the fault of the elves and such?
Are yo unaware then that a recent ‘Council of Elrond’ is lodging an offical
complaint and asking for reparations?

S:  Yes yes I know.  Thos batty eyed  nimwits don’t even know the law
and have no real case.  There is no direct link between me and the orcs.
None. That being the case, I am not responsible for reparations!

To be continued...
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THE CODEX OF ERDE
This 256 page d20 hardback book contains all the information you will need to
run a game in the world of Erde.  It contains a players section with the races,
languages, guilds, new prestige classes, weapons, spells, and other goodies, as
well as a DM’s section with new magic items, monsters, races and more.

Look for the mini-module introducing the players to Gaxmoor by the father of
role playing himself, Gary Gygax.

There are compiled histories and geographies of the world recording over
12,000 years of history,  from Erde's creation, through the Goblin -Dwarf wars,
to the age of Winter Dark and after.  There are descriptions of over 30 lands,
peoples old and new, rulers, their heraldry and much much more.

The Codex is a hardback d20 System rulebook/sourcebook on The World of
Erde. It Contains everything Players and DMs need to run a campaign, includ-
ing new d20 stats, spells, monsters, deities, races, classes, weapons and magic
items.

Artists of the Month
StephenStephenStephenStephenStephen

ShephardShephardShephardShephardShephard
Hmmmm.  Should I tell, or should I keep it a
secret?  Stephen Shepherd.  Stephen Shepherd.
The name conjures images of war and famine,
black  death, the tramp of boots on pavement.
Stephen Shephard.  Forever will his name re-
sound in the halls of history.  I shall tell you the
story of Stephen Shephard.

Born a poor indigent on the outskirts of
Samarkand, Stephen was raised in an old dis-
carded Federal Express box. From an early age,
Stephen rebelled against the oppresive cardboard that surrounded him, he
railed mightily against the fates that cast him into such a confined and ‘soggy
when wet’ place.

Breaking free from an untimely delivery to death’s door-
step - which, by the way, was conveniently located across
the street - Stephen broke the box that bound him and
struck out into a world of overpriced postage, sloppy
delivery and mad cow disease.  He climbed a high moun-
tain and promptly fell down the other side proclaiming
“I shall no longer try to climb mountains but rather, I

shall tear them down.”

Stephen Shepard gathered a group of like minded individuals about himself
and they began to concoct and cook, mix and stir, beat and whip ideas,
dreams, fascinations, fantasies, stories and ideologies together in a great
plastic mixing bowl recently purchased at a luncheon with the local ‘Plastic
Kitchen Goods for Sale’ people - otherwise known as the Bleeting Crappers.

After mixing well and adding a dash of political intrigue they stuck their
concoction in the oven and allowed it to bake.  Due to an unfortunate and

untimely tantrum by one of the members of the group, the cake of ideas
collapsed and Stephen found himself at the drawing board again.  And
this was the fateful moment that changed his life.

Stephen began to eat Cherrio’s.  “They are better for you than Fruit
Loops,” he was heard to say.  And thus the world began to change.

Stephen moved with lightning speed.  Whipping
out an oversized spoon he bagan to beat and pum-
mel  everyone he saw... oh wait!  Is this right story?
This is not the story of Stephen Shepherd.  This
is the story of Mandy Pate. Hmmm my notes.

Ahhh yeees, here it is.

Darkly he strode through the doorway cast-
ing shadows of fear before him... oops

Ahh here it is!

Once upon a... ooops not again.

I met Stephen at Gen Con last year.  A time where
I met  a lot of artists.  For anyone who has ever
been to Gen Con you know there are a lot of art-
ists there.  I mean a lot.  Droves, gobs and goobs.
Artists, you’d think they needed a job.

Anyway, I have to say, I liked Stephen’s art right
away  - and if the pic above doesn’t get you, noth-
ing will.   So who is Stephen?  I don’t know.  I
don’t know anything about him.  I know he is
alive but I’ve never seen the man (I had a crook
in my neck so I couldn’t look up while at Gen
Con - I can recognize his shoes).  No, that’s not

true, I met Stephen at Dragon Con also.   Or did I?  hmmmm, good
question Davis.  Who are you talking to?  Come back next week to see
if I have anything to say about about anything.



The Tale of Esrod MariothThe Tale of Esrod MariothThe Tale of Esrod MariothThe Tale of Esrod MariothThe Tale of Esrod Marioth
Stephen Chenault

As is written, the greater part of the Elven folk, the High Elves,
fled the onslaught of the horned god and the coming of the Winter
Dark.  They built a realm for themselves in the land of Faerie,
calling it Shindolay and there, hid themselves from the terror of
Unklar.  It came to pass that in those days of darkness, many of
the Elves lamented their exile.    They took council with their
Lords and sought ever to aid the world of Erde and confound the
darkness that dwelt in the high towers of Aufstrag.  Too, they
were bereaved for Londea, the daughter of their fair Queen, had
chosen to stay in Erde and had become lost in the shadows of the
winter that came after.

So it came to pass that many clamoring voices urged the Lords of
Shindolay to action and they gathered a small troop of warriors,
gird them for war and set them on the long path to Erde.  These
Knights of Shindolay, dubbed the Quest Knights, entered Erde by
secret paths and scattered to the four corners in search of their lost
kin.

As is written, these knights roamed the world for many years,
meeting triumph but tragedy unmeasured as only one ever re-
turned to Shindolay.  The tales of the deeds of the Quest Knights
echo in the legends of Erde, redeeming that folk, who were so
maligned for their flight and fear.  The greatest of all the Quest
Knights, Esrod Marioth, rode to just such glory.

Esrod came from a low family of Elves, a folk that bore little
renown.  But he was tall and beautiful and took up arms at an
early age.  Too, he learned the powers of the Magi and sought
ever to control the world around him.  With unmatched speed and
a quick mind, few could defeat him or gainsay him.  He thirsted
ever to test his might and mind, thinking often of the world he’d
left behind.  When the Elven Lords called for the Quest Knights,
Esrod took up the challenge with joy.  He bore a girdle of iron
rings which fell down to his knees, upon which he wore breast
plate of worked metal, adorned with a single amethyst jewel.  His
helm, gold and silver, and shield bore the eagle of his people and
he carried a long handled axe and lance.  His grey charger he
named Sareth-ien, which in the Vulgate means “silver hoof.”

When at last the Quest Knights entered Erde, Esrod departed his
brothers in arms, and alone rode into the east.  Though he was not
the only of the Quest Knight to take that road, nor the only to
make his way to dark Aufstrag, Esrod Marioth was the first.  In
the Luneberg, Esrod came upon a heavily armed troop of men, a
score or more, baiting a halfling and making to kill him as was the

want of the Lords of the Winter Dark.  Esrod set upon them with
lance and axe and with great slaughter destroyed the bulk of them
and left them scattered upon the field.  Those who lived fled to
their homes with tales of a terrible Lord of Elves.

The halfling, Hohurn Stauf, bid him take him up and he would
lead him even to the Grossewald Forest where he might find safety
from the bounty hunters who would no doubt come after him.  But
Esrod would not have this and bid the Halfling guide him to
Aufstrag for it was his mind to see that grim tower and learn what
he could of the enemy.  Ever fierce and filled with a great hatred
of all the horned god’s folk, the Halfling agreed to Esrod’s re-
quest and by secret ways took him to the northern swamps of the
Grausamland.

There Esrod was confounded for those roads were well guarded
by the minions of the horned god. So he roamed the northern
planes and plundered the holds of the Luneberg and even north
into the Rhuneland.  He became a terror to man, Orc and Ungern
and a great price they placed upon his head.  Hohurn traveled
with him, reveling in the joy of battle with the enemy.  In time
Esrod forgot his quest and thoughts of his kin folk and the Lady
Londea were few in his mind.  He dwelt as a bandit and reveled
in the reputation he gained from his enemies.  And surely if ever
the Grey Charger and Elven Knight were seen folk fled far and
away to avoid his axe or lance.

It came to pass that his reputation gained wide currency and at-
tracted many folk who came to hunt him out.  Many of these
Esrod slew and their bodies he staked out for all to see.  But word
at last reached the Red Hills, where dwelt those dread Orcs, the
Hlobane. And even at last to a great Captain of the Hlobane,
Ullurk.  When word of Esrod came to him Ullurk laughed for so
few Elves remained on the planes that he bore no fear of them.
He gathered a company of his folk and set out to hunt the Elven
Lord and bring him to the halls of Aufstrag and lay him at the feet
of his master.

Esrod made little move to hide himself so that Ullurk found him
with little effort.  In mid day they met upon the banks of the
Olgdon river and fought a mighty duel.  Ullurk sought first to
capture him and sent a dozen of his fellows with nets and ropes
after the Elf.  But Hohurn shot them with many arrows and they
fell back.  Next they tried to ride him down but their steeds fled
from Sareth-ein and threw their riders so that Esrod lanced them,
killing them one and all.  At last Ullurk bid his remaining folk
hold fast.  Unsheathing a thick, iron bastard sword he came at
Esrod to unhorse him at the last.

Continued on following page (6).



Esrod rode him down but the Orc Captain cut Sareth-ein’s legs
from beneath him and the steed fell mortally wounded.  Esrod,
stricken with grief and rage, fell upon Ullurk with such an on-
slaught that the Orc could not withstand him.  The sparth axe
pounded the armor and broke the Orc’s helm and at last clove the
sword in twain.  Ullurk, in a battered haze of blood, pulled a long
dagger and slashed the elf’s abdomen with a deep cut.  But to no
avail to the Orc, for Esrod clove his heavy axe into the mail of his
foe and split it asunder.  His chest a ruin of bone, blood and in the
axe’s iron grip, the Orc Captain died.

But Esrod’s wound was deep and his blood flowed as a river.  The
great host of Orcs and their hounds fell upon the Elf and battered
him with hammers and clubs until he fell in a pool of his own ruin.
Hohurn too late tried to rescue him, but played witness to the
Esrod’s capture.  The Orcs took up the Elf and bore him into the
east, bound in chains of steel.  There they took him even to the
gates of Aufstrag and lay him beneath the arch of that dread en-
trance.

But Hohurn lingered on the field and after a fashion he buried
Sareth-ein in a great mound.  He lay there the lance, helm and
shield of Esrod.  Ever after bluebells grew upon the hill top of the
Mound of Sareth-ein.  And it is said that to lay in a bed of those
flowers brings speed and strength to the weary.

But Hohurn bore up the axe of his Elven Lord and followed the
trail to Aufstrag and the dungeons of Klarglich, called the Pits of
Woe.

End Part One

Caroline Parker’s Gaming
Recipe

of the bi-Week

Pizza Sticks
Makes 8

1-11 oz can refrigerator breadsticks (like Pillsbury Soft)
24 thin pepperoni slices __ 1 1/2" diameter
2 tablespoons grated Parmesan cheese
1/2 teaspoon Italian seasoning
1/4 teaspoon garlic powder
1/2 cup pizza sauce __ heated

Separate and unroll breadsticks. Place 3 pepperoni slices in
single layer over one half of each breadstick. Fold remaining
half of breadstick over top; seal end and twist. Place on
ungreased cookie sheet. Combine cheese, Italian seasoning and
garlic powder. Sprinkle evenly over each breadstick. Bake in
preheated 350 degree oven for 15 to 20 minutes or until golden
brown. Serve with pizza sauce. Yuuummy!

Seal of Approval

The Angry Gamer
The gavel strikes! Place them in the stocks! Off with their heads, and so
on! What am I on about this time? Well, the incessant joking at the gam-
ing table of course. This has to be one of the most annoying distractions
at the gaming table!

Gaming these days is most definitely a treat for me. I certainly don’t get to
sit at the table nearly as often as I would like. But, when I do, I would like
some really good, quality gaming. This is not usually the case. Our gam-
ing group does not see each other very often. Roughly once per week is
the norm. Occasionally, it has been two to three weeks between gaming
sessions. So, when I sit down, you would guess that I would be very
excited about the game, and would expect that everyone else would be
also.

Once the group has arrived, which is never at the same time considering
our schedules, some may try to eat something, but mostly we spend a
little time passing the pleasantries of the week. But once everyone has
arrived, it is time to sit at the table and begin the game.

The DM starts the session with a recap, and it is at this point that the
annoyance can begin. Usually these days, whatever is said by someone at
the table, a humorous comment is made about it.  From that point on, the
jokes have a snowballing effect and soon everyone is laughing, and it is
hard not to. Even the DM joins in most of the time!  All this ruins the
game for the whole night.  The JOKING must stop!

Calm down?! Why should I calm down, this is quite serious! How dare
these uncaring people make light of a gaming session and try to turn it
into a night at the Improv! This joking session has now robbed the game
night of any real gaming value. We will get nothing accomplished and
will most likely end up talking for the duration! I have had all I can stand
of this! These jokers should be banned from the table, and their books
taken and burned! I will not tolerate any more of this! I will find myself a
new gaming group who will have fun, but take the game seriously! Never
again will I darken that door for my gaming pleasure!

It is now the following Tuesday evening, and the phone rings. “Hello.
What game are we playing? Yeah, I’ll be there about six.” And the cycle
starts all over again.

Todd Gray,  the Grayman

Davis Chenault’s Gaming Recipe of the Bi-Week
Healthy Snacks for Hungry Gamers!

3 lbs. Baby spinach leaves
1 small bag brussel sprouts
1 medium eggplant, cut into 1" dice
4 large carrots, chopped
1- 8oz. can lima beans
2 onions, finely chopped

Combine spinach, brussel sprouts, eggplant, carrots and lima beans in
medium skillet. Toss well. Take skillet to trash can and gently turn over
so that ingredients land in trash can.  Take onions and add to tortilla
chips in bowl, with chili and lots of cheddar cheese - microwave to make
nachos. Wash skillet well to remove any vegetable residue which may
have been left behind.



Wisdom of the Frog God
Bill Webb of Necromancer Games

Experience Points,
Are they Killing Characters?

So here it is, the first of those words of wisdom I hope to impart upon my
fellow players. I have no idea what next week’s column will consist of,
but this week, the topic is experience points in 3E, and whether or not the
rapid advancement of 3E player characters has lessened the player’s abil-
ity to learn and think. First, let me say that I am glad that Steve, Davis and
Todd let me get involved with this project, and I hope that all of you
readers go out and purchase all the TLG and Necro modules that our two
companies produce!

Actually, I just hope that whatever you use for your game makes you
happy and creates that blend of fun and creativity that is inherent to our
hobby. Store bought modules are sometimes good, sometimes bad, but in
all cases are no substitute for building your own adventures, and should
be modified to fit your own needs and tastes. More on that in a later
column.

For the subject at hand….In years gone by, it took weeks if not years of
play to advance characters to the point that they were higher on the food
chain than a troll. At 10 experience points per orc, and 5 experience points
per goblin, you had to kill one hell of a lot of them for Joe Platemail III,
the veteran (level 1) fighter to advance to Joe Platemail III the warrior
(level 2) fighter. Then, it took two times as much experience to gain that
next level and this geometric progression (rather than simply needing
1000 more xp than the previous level’s goal) made it even harder to progress
to 3rd, 4th, 5th level, or beyond.

The bottom line is this… in previous editions of D&D, a fighter (assum-
ing he did nothing else) would have to kill 200 orcs to advance from level
1 to level 2. In 3E, the same fighter needs only 7 (assuming an EL ½ for
an orc) kills to gain that coveted extra d10 hit points and +1 to hit. 200 to
7. Wow. I understand that 3E monsters are tougher than their previous
edition counterparts, but then again, so are the PCs. Even in role-playing
based, combat poor games, advancement is far too easy. To progress from
level 2-4 is even scarier…only 42 orcs are required for Joe to be a level 4
Fighter! Compare this with the 800 orcs needed in older editions! Joe is
definitely happy he traded his way up to 3E! As a DM, I am not so happy…

Just so that everyone knows, I am not here to bash 3E; in fact, I think that
3E has revived the game, and the combat mechanics are top notch! The
revisions to the PC classes finally have achieved a balance that makes
even rogues useful at levels beyond 4! Great strides have been made in
many areas, but the speed of advancement described in the DMG is not
one of them. I believe a great deal of player education occurs in the lower
levels of power. Players learn how to use their wits, they learn how to
avoid death, they learn how to run and, most of all, they learn that expe-
rience teaches lessons…invaluable at higher levels.

Necromancer Games and Troll Lords have both been criticized for mak-
ing adventures too difficult. Hell, in playtests at Gencon, Jim Collura had
18/18 player kills in three sessions. Certainly a part of this can be attrib-
uted to lack of cohesion (players who have never played together), but I
would estimate that the ease of advance makes for weaker minds, and
weaker play. If advancement is too rapid, no player (not character) expe-

rience is truly gained, and the game devolves into a power game. D&D
should not be a video game. Going up a level every time you play does not
teach players how to be good players!

So what solution do I offer, do you ask? I myself have not really found
one to date, but, gentle reader (to coin a phrase), I do have several ideas.
Three options I have been looking into are as follows:

Option 1:  Award experience as usual, but at 10% the regular rate.
Option 2:  Rreinstate the geometric experience tables from 2E (2000
     advances to level 2, 4000 advances to level 3, 8000 advances to
    level 4, 16, 32, 64….etc).
Option 3:  Delete the whole EL/CR section from the game and apply
      story awards as means of advancement only.

Each of these has advantages and disadvantages. I am sure our readership
will come up with many I have missed, but here are what I see as the
strengths and weaknesses of each.

Option 1:   Advantages: slows advancement a great deal while still re-
taining a faster advancement rate than older editions (70 orcs vs. 200 in
2E), Disadvantages: The DM will be accused of being “unfair” and break-
ing the “rules”.
Option 2:   Advantages: low levels still progress rapidly, but not nearly
as fast as the 3E standard. Since all classes are essentially balanced, 2000
xp as a basis for the advancement range seems fair, the DM awards xp
“out of the rulebook”. Disadvantages: again, accusations of “being too
hard” or “unfair” could run rampant with disgruntled players.
Option 3:   Advantages: its in the rule book, advancement can be gained
at the DM’s discretion, when the DM thinks the players are ready, the
focus is on the story rather than on the mechanics of the game. Disadvan-
tages: arbitrary, no set standard, may be at the discretion of the DM’s
mood and not actual play.

The World
Builder’s Guide

From the halls of the mightiest publisher to the door of the most dedi-
cated gamer this second volume in the Gygaxian Fantasy Worlds series
marshals a veritable host of information for the game designer.  Unbur-
dened with flavor text, this tome is a collection of militantly organized

definitions, lists, tables and charts
with an army of information from the
mundane to the extraordinary.

Gary Gygax continues compiling
years of labor and love and bringing
it to you the gaming enthusiast in
this the second volume of the
Gygaxian Fantasty Worlds.

“Gary Gygax’s World Builder” is
185+ pages and retails for $29.95.

Visit trolllord.com for your
latest in adventuring



Halpveg and Holdings

Halpveg is a large town located on the Kambria between the Vindig River
and the Treklant Creek.  Although in and of itself, it offers little in the
way of goods or a market, it is an important waypoint for those traveling
this road.  It is ruled by Baron Premiger de Grenat and incorparates much
of the land between the Vindig River and the Treklant Creek.  All the
towns within this area pay homage to Baron premiger who maintains com-
plete control over the area.  His will is enforced by a highly professional,
though small, group of warriors many of whom fought in the long wars of
the Troke.

The major towns in the Holding (alternately called Halptier) are Halpveg,
Frisia, Marburg, Jugensborg, and Trebonburg.  Halpveg, Marburg and
Trebonburg are all surrounded by numerous smaller communities.  Frisia
and Jugensborg are fairly isolated.  As such, the bulk of the local popula-
tion lives within their walls with only a few hearty souls spread out in
small thorps nearby.  Much of the region is blanketed in a thick evergreen
forest and swampy lowlands with no inhabitants.

Baron premiger has been trying to expand his power ever since his arrival
in the region.  To accomplish this, he has laid claim Jugensborg and
Vakhund and bolsterd the number of troops along the border of the Up-
per Vindig.  This has increased tensions between the Halptier and the
Lord of Isenborg.  On more than one occasion battles have been fought
near the steep banks of the Vindig River between these two.  Similarly,
there is much tension along the border of the Treklant Creek with
Dalemark.  Not long ago the crossing at the Treklant, Jugensborg, be-
longing to Dalemark.  A small number of troops was recently moved to
the southern Treklant near the Dampfrat  This was done to incorporate
that crossing into Baron Premiger’s holdings.

The baron stil seeks to expand his territorial holdings but is now faced
with a difficult decision.  The Zjerd (goblins of the Dampfrat) have re-
cently crossed the Treklant Creek and are making war upon Halpveg and
Edemark.  Instinctively inclined to join with the Edemark in a war against
the intelopers, Baron Premiger initially comitted his forces to that re-
gion.

However, two occurances have caused him to rethink his allegiance to the
men north of the Treklant Creek.  The Lord of Isenborg immediately noted
the movement of troops from around its borders and moved some in to
take several of Halpveg’s holdings.  Also, Baron Premiger noted the grow-
ing might of the Zjerd army and truly fears for the survival of his lands.
He is currently considering a switch of alliances or trying to remain neu-
tral in any upcoming war between the Zjerd and its neighbors.

Baron Premiger’s scouts and spies have also noted that Grode’s intent
(the leader of the Zjerd) is to take Kreutmark and Bergholt.  If this is true,
the Baron reasons, he might be able to ally himself with the Zjerd, take
control of the Vindig’s crossing at Isenborg and thereby insure the safety
of his holdings and expand his territory.  Premiger has recently begun
negotiations in an effort to manage this.

Note:  The war with the Zjerd occurs after the events described in the
‘Death on the Treklant series.’  Should the DM of that series choose to
have things move in a different direction, he shoult feel free to do so.

IIIIINZAE
BLOODBLOODBLOODBLOODBLOOD
ROYALROYALROYALROYALROYAL

What is Blood Royal? What is it
about? Why must I own this
adventure module? These are ques-
tions that no doubt plague the mind of
anyone looking for hours of good
solid adventure for their players.

Blood Royal is a 48 page adventure module detailing an area of
the Detmold, of the World of Erde. It may be used in any
heavily forested area thick with ancient evils and fairies gone
bad. Blood Royal features a hefty amount of wilderness
adventuring, and enough role playing and intense combat
encounters to keep all kinds of gamers very happy. There are
negotiations to be made, powerful NPC’s to deal with, and
dangerous villains to be overcome. In many instances the
“Quake” style of 3ed play may be hazerdous to your PC’s
health as fighting everything is not always the best solution to
your problems!

PCs find themselves called to a small kingdom within a deep,
enchanted forest, where family disputes, and claims to the
throne of King Pellan are coming to a head. Bitterness and
jealousy leave the kingdom divided and powerful forces from
the realm of Faerie have a hand in it all.The PCs actions shape
the course of the future for the folk they encounter for good or
ill. Blood Royal makes the PCs the heroes of the tale, giving
them the glory, and not stealing it away to give to a powerful
NPC at the end of the day, making their efforts seem trivial. I
wrote this adventure with a feel for Arthurian legend and the
crossing over into lands which are there, yet not there, where
dreams and reality blend together but ultimately play
themselves out in the mortal realms of the PCs.

As if all the great wilderness stuff isn’t enough Blood Royal
also features several dasterdly dungeon locations where PCs
must use their wits and their skills to overcome perils of mind
and flesh. Blood Royal is the first North American adventure
written and developed for use with the Dwarven Forge
Mastermaze sets. If you dont own or use Dwarven Forge, or
find it difficult to translate maps in modules from other
publishers into use with your Dwarven Forge setups, fear not,
the maps were designed specifically to be Dwarven Forge
Friendly!

C.W. Christofferson

Available at your local retailer - and if not, tell ‘em to get it!

Or order from the Troll dens themselves at trolllord.com.



Letters to the Editor
If you have comments on any article in The Seeker, Troll Lord Game
Products or just want to know something, please feel free to ask.  Email
Davis Chenault at davis@trolllord.com entitling the email as letter to
editor.

Dear Editor,

Upon review of Vol. 4, Iss. 3 of your most esteemed rag, I have come to
the  conclusion that the editor is an unabashed sympathizer with that
most oppressive and prejudicial of all races, the Ogre.  Please allow me
to expound.

The primary evidence leading to this conclusion is that it is a well known
fact that an Ogre’s favorite food is pizza with “sardines”, pineapple,
and spicy mustard.  The operative code word being “sardines,” a well-
known ruse employed by Ogre-kind to mean “Snotling tenders.”  I need
not summarize Ogredom’s lengthy history of persecution against my
race.  It would no doubt fall upon the deaf ears of the editor in any
regard.

Moreover, if any doubt remains where the editor’s allegiance’s lie, his
continued publication of propaganda from the NAAOKK (National
Association for the Advancement of Ogres and their Kith and Kin),
attributed to “Bjorn Strohecker,” removes the transparent veil.

Part 3 of 3 on the history of the Winter Goblins also illuminates, as
that foul race betrayed the patriots of Uprising #98,763 during the
millenia dark, as my brothers and sisters attempted to throw off the
chains of servitude long inflicted by the various lesser goblin king-
doms.  In the interests of decency for my fellow reader, I refrain from
attributing their queen’s true moniker.

And what else do we find in this issue, but a continued love-fest with
hobbits.  Why in the bloody abyss upright peoples remain obsessed
with these dirty-buggers I will never know.  When, when I say, shall the
Snotlings be given due regard in the media?  Are we not more environ-
mentally friendly, thrifty, and self-sufficient than hobbits?  Every little
snotling is taught from birth how to use their frying pan as a backpack,
a cooking utensil, and a weapon.  Similar to the soon sainted Mother
Teresa’s philosophy on possessions, a snotling only needs his loincloth,
a bit of rope, and his frying pan to get through life.  Why is this virtue
never highlighted Mr. Editor?

Perhaps the answer lies in your personal creation, Inzae, where Ogres
and lesser goblins are well-represented.  As for Grodge, I can only
salute him in a foul manner.

Mr. Editor, I do apologize for that last remark.  Indeed, I come to you
now with hands out, asking that all of the above comments be duly
regarded in considering for publication future articles in “The Seeker”,
and in soliciting prospective authors for modules and sourcebooks on
Erde and Inzae.  Considering that there are 5,342 members in my local
union and that Snotling far outnumber any other race on most all fan-
tasy worlds, I have no doubt that a “Horde” book on Snotlings would
be far and away your best seller.

Yours truly in anonymity,

“Snotling Lover”

Ok, well snotlings belong to another company but boogerflings?  If you
would change you name to Boogerflings we might be on to something!

Cleaver is about dying.  Two to six players roll up or select pit fighters to
play, they are randomly assigned a weapon and, if they are lucky, a smat-
tering of armor.  Then, the gates open and the dying begins!

Pit fighters are generated in one of two manners.  There are cards that
represent a pit fighter and enumerate their basic statistics.  All one has to
do is select a weapon and perhaps a piece of armor.

The other method, a little more involved, necessitates rolling some dice -
lots of them!  Every pit fighter has 5 statistics that define his being.  These
stats are numerical representations generated purely for game purposes
and one should not infer any higher judgements from their enumeration.

Might  - ones physical strength
Agility  - one’s speed and hand-eye coordination
Toughness - one’s mental and physical ability to withstand punishment
Comliness - one’s charisma, ego, appearance
Life Points - the numerical representative of one’s body’s ability to take
damage before collapsing into a heap of mangled and shredded flesh and
bone.

Next time in the Seeker, the dice that make the man... or  woman

SAINT ANTON’S FIRESAINT ANTON’S FIRESAINT ANTON’S FIRESAINT ANTON’S FIRESAINT ANTON’S FIRE
An older module by our newest staff writer, Carolyn Parker.

The town of St. Anton lies quiet.  Not so much as a dog can be
heard, and no creatures stir in the still of the night.  Through
back alleys and quiet streets, along the castle walls, and the

whole town, all seem transformed
into a dreamlike lull.  Cobble-
stoned paths wind lazily up and
down small hills, and in the
moonlight, sagging balconies and
arching trees bow idly over the
streets.  There is evil afoot in St.
Anton.  The Duke’s son is dead,
murdered by some eldritch power.
But there are darker plots still.

This adventure challenges players in
a unique way.  They must navigate the thin line between good
and evil, face nightmares unlike any before.  One small slip,
one mis-step and the PCs may usher in a great evil or destroy
the perfect good.

We consider this one of our  best adventures to date.  If you like
The Lion in Ropes, this is a must have.

Order from the Troll dens themselves at
trolllord.com.



IIIIIntroductionntroductionntroductionntroductionntroduction
SSSSSection One of this book contains source material for both the players and the DM.  The first chapter can be read by the players and
DM alike. It contains a history of the city, a general description of its environs and notes about its culture.  Knowledge of this helps
both the players and DM maintain the atmosphere of Bergholt.  Chapter Two contains information for DMs, expanding on that
presented in Chapter One as well as containing encounter charts, alliances and other aspects of Bergholt the PCs would not know at
the outset of an adventure.

Placing Bergholt in CampaignsPlacing Bergholt in CampaignsPlacing Bergholt in CampaignsPlacing Bergholt in CampaignsPlacing Bergholt in Campaigns
TTTTThe adventure and city are designed to be placed in any setting with little or no alteration but designed in such a manner to allow one
to drop sections and chapters as necessary.  The only ‘requirement’ is that the city be placed on the coast ofa  remote area.  If played
as a continuation of the ‘Death on the Treklant’ series, the city should be placed on a remote coastal region with a goblin kingdom
located nearby.  If the DM wishes to play the adventure within the Inzae campaign setting, information can now be found at the Troll
Lord Games website - trolllordgames.com - under the Inzae heading.  If the setting is placed in Erde, Bergholt should be placed at the
very western extremity of the Hanse City States and on the western side of the Great Wall of Ethrum.  The goblin kingdom is that of
Burneviste.

   .........At the dawn of Inzae’s unmaking, before the sundering of the Rings of Brass and the coming of the Waters of the World, we laid hold and bent her to our will.......

Chapter One:hapter One:hapter One:hapter One:hapter One:           Through these Through these Through these Through these Through these

GatesGatesGatesGatesGates

A GA GA GA GA Good Nights Rest:ood Nights Rest:ood Nights Rest:ood Nights Rest:ood Nights Rest:
AAAAA Brief History of Bergholt Brief History of Bergholt Brief History of Bergholt Brief History of Bergholt Brief History of Bergholt

AAAAAfter Inzaa was cast down and her vast sprawling palace
laid to ruin, the Dwarves of Inzaa sought to link their
disparate lands, for they were split in two groups so far
distant from one another that they had little contact.
Between these two communities of dwarves few lived and
travel was made arduous by those endless forests and the
beasts of foul temperament which dwelled therein. In those
days before the filling of that great inland sea, the Interzaa,

a road was constructed to serve as an artery between those
two communities.  This road, fashioned of indomitable
granite, stretched from the Kambrian Mountains in the
west to the banks of the River Athrap of the Troke in the
distant east.  The road was named the Kambria, for all the
stone used to lay it were carted from the tops of those
mighty cliffs of the Kambrian Mountains and laid across
the endless stretches of forest.

AAAAAlong this road of many miles and many days, the
dwarves built houses of rest known as Kloysters.
Midway between the beginning of the Kambria and its
end, one such Kloyster was placed upon the cliffs
overlooking the gulf that would soon become the Inner
Sea.  The Kloyster was named Medeland and it offered a
safe resting place for those traveling the Kambria.  In

                                FINAL EDIT PENDING



time, the Kloyster was fortified and deep halls were dug
beneath it to house the caravans and the treasures they
carried, for in those days great dragons and beasts of
terrible imagining roamed plentiful and free.  The number
of caravans increased with each passing year and
Medeland expanded to make space for all in need.  For
long did the dwarves dwell here, defeating all who came to
their door seeking to force entreaty upon their grounds.
But the deep halls and thick walls afforded the dwarves
not in the long run and they lost their city to those who
came as friends and partners.

LLLLLong after the the great gulf was filled, those lands
housing men in the East became too small to hold them and
they continually expanded into the West following the
trade routes along the southern shores of the Interzaa.
They eventually arrived in Medeland and took up
residence in this city by the sea.  As men settled the lands
further west near the Kambrian mountains, the volume of
trade passing through Medeland increased and the number
of settlers increased with it. Trade routes along the
southern shores were ever expanding.  With time, as
humans and others mastered the sea, goods were
increasingly moved by ocean going vessels rather than on
caravans.  The dwarves, as a whole, never cared to master
the sea and the trade moving along the Kambria was slowly
being supplanted by those who plied the sea lanes.  So
much more rare are caravans these days that many long
stretches of that road lie abandoned to the wild and
innumerable Kloysters have been closed or fallen into
ruin.

DDDDDuring the years in which the ships began plying the
Interzaa in great numbers they were in need of a port in
which to put while crossing the southern Interzaa.
Medeland, being midway between the Kambria and the
Troke, sitting on a bay well guarded from the sea’s
tumultuous buffeting and having access to some of the
best woods in Inzae, offered the ideal location for a port
geared for  refitting and a short respite for sailors.
Medeland’s maritime importance increased with time as
more ships stopped for refitting and supplies.  In time, the
city became a significant trading center as well as highly
renowned for its round ships and cogs.

AAAAAs Bergholt grew in importance, the make-up of the
population and shape of the city changed.  Non-dwarven
architecture came to dominate the city scape and it
expanded further inland as well as down by the waterfront
at the base of the cliffs.  Many of the dwarves left the city
and many halls, cellars and underground passages were
closed and sealed.  As humans came to dominate the city’s
political superstructure the name changed as well.
Human’s began referring to Medeland as Bergholt,
meaning little more than ‘Port City.’  Little evidence of the
original founders of the city remains.  The only remnant is

the original Kloyster and a single banking firm, owned by a
dwarven family of ancient lineage.

TTTTThe men who came to dominate the city brought with them a
particularly loose form of government and many traditions
from the east.  They were followed, in short order, by halfling
settlers from the Troke who spread out and settled the
environs around Bergholt and even further beyond.  Orcs
from the north shores of the Interzaa began a rather robust
trade with Bergholt, exchanging ores, rare metals and food for
wood products and other finished goods.  Elves make their
way here from the far northeastern shores of the Interzaa in an
effort to acquire some of the rarest woods in all the world,
though they rarely remain long in Bergholt.  For these they
pay hefty prices and exchange rare and wonderful things not
found anywhere else in this part of Inzae.

MMMMMotley Bands and Haughty Cliques:otley Bands and Haughty Cliques:otley Bands and Haughty Cliques:otley Bands and Haughty Cliques:otley Bands and Haughty Cliques:
AAAAAn Overview of Bergholtn Overview of Bergholtn Overview of Bergholtn Overview of Bergholtn Overview of Bergholt

BBBBBergholt is a large city located on the southern banks of a vast
inland, freshwater sea named the Interzaa.  The city itself is a
vast collection of houses, warehouses, taverns, inns, shops,
tenant buildings, and markets all in varying stages of repair,
disrepair and collapse.  It sprawls over a large area that
contains a portion of a man-made lake used as a resovoir.  All
of this is encompassed by a massive wall.  The city is divided
into two distinct parts.  There is the upper city, the Unteberg,
which lies on the hills atop the cliffs overlooking the Bay of
Erav.  The lower city, the Onteberg, is that portion at the base
of the cliffs on the rocky shores of the bay.  The two are
connected by a series of crooked ramped roads and narrow
staircases.  The bay is circled almost entirely by large white
faced cliffs with only a narrow opening on its northern end
allowing egress into and out of the port.  The lands about the
city are dotted with farmsteads and small thorps whose
inhabitants reap and sow the bounty of the earth, raise cattle
and sheep and grow wheat, barley and other staples,
supplying much of the city’s agricultural resources.

BBBBBegholt’s population ranges up to 13,000 regular inhabitants
with another several thousand transients (merchants,
travelers, etc) staying there temporarily.  The city is a
commercial hub.  Most of the traffic in goods and ideas
moving east to west and west to east pass through Bergholt
since it sits astride one of the largest trade routes in the world.
Most of the city’s inhabitants are humans though halflings
are common, especially in the outlying thorps.  Dwarves still
remain in Bergholt but their numbers are few except when
caravans arrive and then they seem to fill the city.  Orcs are not
an uncommon site in Dockside, but rare in the upper city.
Elves make their way here also, though in such small numbers
and so rarely that they are still a sight of wonder to many of the
inhabitants.  One occasionally finds a giant (Trottigen) or a
goblin (Kdyjz) trading party as well.  It is a truly polyglot city.

                                            FINAL EDIT PENDING




